whether some known author has written a book one has not yet read. In each case the browser is not certain he will find anything of use to him but he has hopes, and past experience supports that hope. Browsing is prevalent in most libraries.
In fact it can be argued that browsing is one of the most frequent ways in which the library user finds the books he borrows. To analyze browsing probabilistically, to see whether browser or librarian can improve its efficiency, one might try applying the theory of search.
Search Theory
Search theory was developed in Aorld War II in connection with antisubmarine warfare 1 . Probability theory and geometry suggested, and experimental observation verified, that there was a fairly simple relationshipbetween the chance of success in spotting a submarine i.n a given area of the ocean, and the ---'-degree of effort spent by a patrol aircraft, for example, in searching the area. If the submarine is somewhere i.n area A then the probability of success Ps in spotting the submarine is P s a 1 -e (1) where 0, the search coverage, equals pT/A, the search rate of the plane in square miles per hour, multiplied by T the hours spent in the area and divided by the number of sqgrare miles in area A (e = 2.71S is t,. b e of nvtlco Io .ms).
The search rate p depends on the altitude of flight of the plane, its speed and on the search method (radar or visual) and equipment; it has to be measured for each plane and equipment.- Figure 1 is a plot of Ps versus 6. Note that even though the area is "covered" (ie., = 1) it still is not certain (Le., Ps is not unity) that the submarine is spotted, even though it is there and on the surface. Errors in navigation will leave some areas uncovered while other areas are "oversearched"; operators and equipment are fallible. Poor planning and maintenance often lowered the chance of success below that given in Bq. (1); very seldom was it bettered. Note also that, in general, the coverage is proportional to the time spent. It usually turned out that using a faster plane, to search the same area in shorter time, simply increased the number of times the target was overlooked. Particularly in the case of visual search, experiments made during the war by Selig Hecht (unpublished) showed that "haste makes waste". Coverage 0 in general was proportional to the time spent per unit area of scan; it didn't matter much whether this time was spent by covering some subarea thoroughly or else by scanning cursorily over the whole area. habitual browsers in a library do this intuitively when selecting which section of the library they will browse in 44ring a particular stay. They ro to that section of the library which they estimate has the greatest likelihood of navinst a book they mizht want just then to read. of course immediate interests 
TV.
The Browser's Problem.
On the basis of his estimates of % the browser has the problem of distributing the total time T he wishes to spend, in such a manner as to make tbe total expected success S as large as possible. That this is a meaningful problem is due to the fact that search is subject to the law of diminishing returns. given in Table I . We first look up the natural logarithms of the interest potentials V of the books in each section; this is given in the fifth column of Table i . We will assume, for the purpose of the example, that the browser's search rate p is 150 books per minute.
The situation is more understandable as shown in 
books
is greater than could be attained by devoting any part of the ten minutes to any of the other sections.
Next suppose the browser has 30 minutes at his disposal.
In that case we place lnX 5 0 so that the enlarged area (that shaded plus that cross-hatched) Just equals pT. 150$30 = 4500.
This happens to come at lnX3 0 = -8.2, which has some area in section 1 and some in section 2, but none in sections 3 or 4.
The relative times are to be divided in proportion to the areas (NM/p)(lnVm -lnX) 1000 than 85 minutes to browse should he bother with section 4. Vith the 30 minute limit and the 16-14 division, his expected success
3.4 books which is the maximum he can expect to find (though he may be lucky some times, of course).
To generalize the procedure, we plot the situation as in Fig. 3 , with the m'th section represented by a column of height lnV m a ln(1,/N) and with width equal to N.. We then find the horizontal line, at level lnXT, for which the area between it and the top line of the plot is just equal to pT, with T equal to the time available for browsing. The time T.
to be spent in section m, and the total expected success S are then given by the huations
where the sum for S includes only those sections for which V m = Em/Nm is greater than XT"
Of course it would be foolish for the expectant browser specialized books (though it may also be advantageous to him), but it will definitely be of advantage to the majority of the users, who can again browse efficiently.
A word needs to be said here about the size and coverage of the subject sections we speak of here. A few specialist users will want to scan only tnose shelves covering the history of the reign of Philip Augustus, for example, but the majority, if they go to the history shelves at all, would teni to scan all books on French history, or even all Suropean history.
That subject section which the average user, in one of his visits, rates as having uniform interest potential, is what we shall call a unifo subJect section. To the average browser the book he might want may be anywhere in such a section and V he will tend (if the section has not grown too large) to scan it uniformly if he scans It at all. Data on cotual usage (and correlation of usage) might be collected to decide how wide a subject range should be included in a uniform subject section, for a particular library. But most librarians, as well as many habitual users of a library, can make estimates of appropriate subject range which would be the right order of magnitude.
Until further measurements are made, we might assume that broad subject categories (such as physics or economics or ancient history) would correspond to uniform subject sections.
Returning again to the main problem, we reiterate that whenever a uniform subject section becomes too large for the average browser to cover effectively in a quarter to a half hour (larger than about 1000 to 2000 volumes) it should be split into a low-use section of "retired" books ani a high-use section for browsing. It is not difficult to measure the degree of use of any individual book; if circulation is alloweda book's circulation rate is a fairly good measure of its "popularity". Thus it is re3sonatle to consider teat the average interest potential, for the average browser, for a given uniform subject section, is proportional to the mean circulation rate of the books in the section. If the librarian can make his split so as to have the mean circulation rate of the browsing portion consilerably higher than that for the less accessible part, he will have made the task of the average browser much more ..warding. As mentioned before, optimal allocation of search effort is highly non-linear-a split which raises the interest potential by as little as 50 percent may make it worthwhile for sany ore browsers to scan it, though they would (and should) have ignored the previous, unseparated section.
It Is thus assumed that the mean circulation of the books in a section is proportional to the mean value of the interest potential of the section for the users who scan it stallC or I 'C(f1)
Here is the mean value of the a priori estimate of books in the section that are likely to be of immediate interest tG '.he browser, averaged over those who browse in the section;
V m E/N is the mean interest potential, averaged over the same users; and N is the total yearly circulation of the section.
The exact value of constant C is not imprtant for our present) uses; we can conveniently take it to be about 0.001. *e also assuwe thst the chance of a particular book being the one a browser picks out is similarly proportional to the particular book's yearly circulation, R; To find the optimal middle ground we have recourse again to the search formulas (3) and (4), which hold for each browser. If the reconcentrated section is still so large that the average browser cannot efficiently scan the whole section in the time he can spend, then the fact that I is larger will not help, for he hasn't the time to find the books of interest among all the others. If x is made too small the average browser will "oversearch" the small collection-but will miss some of the books which have been retired. 6omewhere between is an optimum size that will maximize the expected success for the average browser.
If the browser spends time t in the reconcentrated section his expected success iã
where p is the average of the browser's search rate and xN is the size of the reconcentrated section. Data on length of stay in the library indicates that it is distributed exponentially 5 .
If the mean time spent browsing in the section under study is , the probability that a person spends between t and t + dt there as.on fracionx~of aunir ors potential section, that is left in a reconcentrated, browsing section, when retirement criterion is low circulation. average stay, cannot scan the full section effectively, the optimal value of x, Xo, is less than 1 and there is some advantage in breaking the section into a "retired" section and a "reconcentrated" section containing xoN books. The advantage is not very great if y is not much less than 1, but if y is less than 0.1 the possible improvement is a factor of 2 or better, which is definitely advantageous for the browser. The optimal value of r is then Exo, which is to be compared r with the value 9 -Ey/(l +Y ) for the undivided section (x = 1).
The optimal browsing fraction x is plotted in Fig.5 and the advantage 9r/3 gained by the division is plotted in Fig.6 , both as functions of y.
A few examples may show how it can be used. Suppose p is 150 and 7 is 5 minutes (this may seem short, but many browsers scan several different sections in a visit) or ps 100
and T is 7.5 minutes; in any case pl is 750 and Y -750/N. Now suppose the undivided section has N. 1000 volumes. In this If the uniform-interest section under study contains books more or lss equally distributed in age from the most recent acquisitions to the oldest with shelf age t., then the probability that a book, taken at random from the section, has book potential v or greater is
where T o is the mean book potential of all books of the section during their first year of shelf life. The probability density
The mean interest potential of this collection of books is
C
which is less than V o if ta is larger than to, i.e., if there is an appreciable fraction of older books in the section. Now suppose we pick from these a browsing collection, with xN volumes, by keeping all the books of shelf age xt 3 Procedures for optimizing the information to be found are discussed, as well as methods whereby the operational parameters can be measured. The organization and reorganization of a library, or other informational system, so as to improve its response to a searcher, are treated and curves are provided which indicate the degree and nature of the reorganization which can optimize this improvement. (U)
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